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ABSTRACT
Out-of-roundness in railway wheels, in particular polygonal wear
resulting in regular, multi-lobed, out-of-round wheels, has become a
significant problem in recent years. It is of concern to railway oper-
ators due to the increased noise and vibration it can cause. This
polygonisation is caused by cyclic wear but the exact mechanism
leading to this type of wear is not fully understood. It appears to be
the result of dynamic linking between a resonance or other periodic
excitation in the coupled vehicle–track system and the existing wear
at the wheel. This paper reviews the developing body of research
being carried out in many countries by research groups, manufac-
turers and operators. Some examples of polygonisation on different
types of railway vehicles are reported including feight trains, urban
transit trains and high-speed trains. Themain theories for the forma-
tionmechanisms are presented and the currentmeasurementmeth-
ods, computer simulation techniques and the effects and potential
mitigation methods are reviewed. In parallel, the mechanisms and
consequences of discrete wheel tread irregularities, such as wheel
flats and material fall-out due to rolling contact fatigue cracking, are
addressed.
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1. Introduction

Wheel out-of-roundness including polygonal out-of-roundness caused by polygonisation
(or polygonalisation) is one of the most common defects on the wheel tread in rail-
way vehicles and can cause high levels of vibration and noise which can be a significant
problem for railway operators. Discrete wheel tread irregularities, being another form of
out-of-roundness, may lead to momentary loss of wheel–rail contact and severe impact
loading. This could lead to rail breaks and sleeper cracking, high-cycle fatigue of wheels
and other vehicle components. Other effects include the generation of impact noise and
ground-borne vibration.

This paper reviews the main research activity in this area in recent years. After sum-
marising the theories relating to wheel polygonisation on different types of rolling stock,
the paper goes on to review the development of simulationmethods for predicting polygo-
nisation, its causes and its measurement and the techniques that some railway systems are
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developing to control polygonisation and to limit its effects. Further, models for simulation
of high-frequency wheel–rail impact are addressed and compared with field measure-
ments. Based on measurement of impact loads in wayside detectors, international alarm
limits prescribing removal of out-of-round (OOR) wheels are surveyed.

Since 1993 there have been many research projects in Europe dealing with wheel
polygonisation and OOR wheels, mainly concerning low-order polygonisation. Wheel
machining, lower bending and torsional modes of wheelsets and the P2 resonance were
considered to be the main causes of low-order wheel polygonisation. More recently wheel
polygonisation has become a hot research topic in China with more than 30 listed inter-
national journal and conference papers dealing with the mechanism of polygonisation of
locomotive, metro and high-speed wheels by Chinese researchers since 2010. Studies in
other countries include work by Transnet Freight Rail in South Africa, where locomotives
have suffered fromwheel polygonisation since 2015 and significant efforts have beenmade
to deal with this problem. The authors acknowledge previous reviews on this and related
topics including those by Nielsen et al. [1–3], by Barke et al. [4] and by Tao et al. [5].

This paper starts by defining some key terms. It then describes the main mechanisms of
polygonisation for different types of railway vehicles including for locomotives, for urban
rail transit trains and high-speed trains and considering the influence of drives and traction
control systems.Discrete types of out-of-roundness (such aswheel flats) are specifically dis-
cussed in Section 4, while the state-of-the-art in measurement both from vehicle and from
the trackside is covered in Section 5. Simulation of wheel out-of-roundness is reviewed in
Section 6, and in Section 7 the effects of out-of-roundness on different elements of the rail-
way systemare discussed.Operational aspects are covered in Section 8 and somemitigation
methods are described in Section 9 before overall conclusions are drawn.

2. Definitions

Some of the terms related to out-of-round wheels are used in slightly different ways by
different groups so the authors of this paper felt it would be useful to define the meanings
of the fundamental terms as they are used in this paper:

Wheel out-of-roundness – any deviation from a perfectly round wheel (which could be
discrete or periodic or random).
Polygonal wheel – awheel with a regular (periodic) variation in radius. The order of the
polygonal irregularity is the number of lobes or positive deviations from the average
radius seen in one complete revolution of the wheel. The wavelength of the out-of-
roundness commonly observed varies from one wheel circumference (1st order or an
eccentric wheel) down to around 10 cm (28th order).
Polygonisation – the process which results in polygonal wheels.
Wheel flat – a discrete defect (flat point) on the wheel surface often caused by wear
during sliding of a locked wheel. There may be multiple wheel flats on a wheel but
they are not usually regularly spaced around the wheel.
Wheel roughness – a random, surface irregularity on the wheel tread with relatively
small amplitude and short wavelength.
P1 resonance – a resonance where the vehicle unsprung mass and the track mass are
vibrating in antiphase across the wheel–rail contact stiffness
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P2 resonance – a resonance where the unsprungmass of the vehicle and the equivalent
track mass are vibrating in phase on the equivalent stiffness of the track

3. Mechanisms of wheel polygonisation

There are different theories on the formation of polygonal wheels and there seem to be
a number of different mechanisms operating even for the same type of rolling stock. In
this review article, the focus includes the formation of polygonal locomotive, urban rail
transit and high-speed wheels. In this section, key observations of wheel polygonisation
are summarised followed by a discussion on possible formation mechanisms.

3.1. Polygonisation of locomotive wheels

There are many observations of polygonisation in locomotive wheels. In the European
project RIVAS (Railway Induced Vibration Abatement Solutions), it was reported that
some wheels of the TRAXX locomotives in Switzerland exhibited wheel polygonal wear
with orders 14 and 28, and dominatingwavelengths of 315 and 160mm in 1/3 octave bands.
There were few detailed measurements, and it was uncertain whether wheel polygonisa-
tion was a common problem or not for this type of locomotive. Because the project focused
on train induced ground vibration, the formation of wheel polygonisation was not a major
concern although it was pointed out that the periodic wear on the TRAXX locomotives
may be influenced by the locomotive design [6].

Several types of high-power alternating current (AC) drive electric locomotives inChina
have suffered from wheel polygonisation. With funding from the China Railway Rolling
StockCorporation (CRRC) and theNationalNatural Science Foundation ofChina (NSFC),
several projects have been conducted since 2013 to investigate the features, formation,
influence factors and countermeasures of polygonisation of locomotive wheels and some
important results are summarised in Figure 1. The extensive measurements indicated that
three types of locomotive exhibit polygonal wheel wear with orders 17–19 and 24 [7,8].

Some experiments, including wheelset modal tests, frequency response tests of the track
system and locomotive vibration on-track test, were carried out to investigate wheel poly-
gonisation on locomotives. Simulations of wheel wear evolution were also performed. The
research results indicated that the bending modes of the wheelset were responsible for
wheel polygonisation [9–11]. Although the design of the wheelsets had some differences,
the natural frequencies related to wheel polygonisation were found to be similar. The natu-
ral vibration of thewheelsets can be easily excited by discretewheel tread irregularities [12],
residual wheel polygonisation after re-profiling [7,8], and rail weld irregularities [11]. In
addition, the running speed profile of the locomotive is basically the same when it runs on
the same route. Therefore, polygonal wheels with a fixed wavelength can be easily formed
under the excitation of a fixed frequency mechanism. Further research showed that qual-
ities of wheel re-profiling [7,10,11], route gradient [11,13], the threshold of the anti-slip
controller [14], and fixed operation mode [11] play key roles in the formation of polygonal
wheels.

One type of AC locomotive in South Africa has suffered from serious wheel polygoni-
sation since 2015. The locomotive has a Bo-Bo bogie configuration and has a maximum
running speed of 120 km/h, however, it often operates at below 80 km/h. The dominating
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Figure 1. Summary of some important results on locomotive wheel polygonisation research in China.
Figure based on assembly of figures from [7–14].
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harmonic order of wheel polygonisation is 20, and the cumulative OOR distribution on the
non-gear and gear sides has a significant difference. That is to say, wheel polygonisation on
the same wheelset presents an asymmetric feature.

Based on the features of wheel polygonisation for this locomotive type, the researchers
considered that the first-order axle torsional mode plays a key role in the formation of
polygonal wheels as the nodal point of this mode is not at the centre of the axle, which
can cause an asymmetrical torsional response. A simplified mass-spring-damper model
of the bogie and extensive field experiments concerning wheel–rail dynamic response,
motor power, and vibration were carried out to investigate the formation of polygonal
wheels. Some interesting results were obtained and indicated that the coupled mode of
traction motor pitching and wheelset torsion at approximately 56Hz is the root cause of
the asymmetrical wheel polygonisation [15]. Self-excited stick slip vibration under satu-
rated adhesion, especially on curved tracks, and forced excitation by the harmonics and
inter-harmonics from a variable frequency drive (VFD) for the AC traction motor are two
potential excitation sources of the torsional vibration, see Figure 2. The second excitation
mechanism was considered to be the main reason for the polygonisation [16,17]. Further
investigations indicated that the coupled vibration of tractionmotor pitching and wheelset
torsion can be excited by the 5fg–7fm inter-harmonic when the locomotive is running at
a speed of approximately 40 km/h [16], where fm and fg are the fundamental frequency of
the VFD and the input AC frequency supplied to the VFD, respectively.

Two countermeasures were proposed to suppress the formation or development of
polygonal wheels on the South African locomotives [15,17]. The first solution was to use
a control system to detect and arrest the torsional vibration, which does not require any
hardware upgrades and works as a mitigation measure whether the vibration originates
from self-excited stick–slip or VFD of the AC traction motor. This approach not only
reduces the amplitude of the 5fg – 7fm inter-harmonic, but also increases the damping
from the wheel–rail contact. The shortcomings of this solution are that it cannot com-
pletely eliminate the coupled resonance mode, and the traction effort of the locomotive
is reduced significantly when the torsional vibration detected by the controller exceeds a
defined threshold. The second solution is to eliminate the 5fg – 7fm inter-harmonic oscil-
lation at specific speeds, which can be implemented through changing the predetermined
speedswhere the pulsemode is changed, installing an output harmonic filter and increasing
the pulse rate of the inverter. The control software was updated to change the pulse mode
from 41.5 km/h to 45 km/h. The resonance of the coupled mode is greatly eliminated by
the new control software.

3.2. Polygonisation of urban rail transit wheels

Urban rail transit trains usually run on limited routes, and the operation mode is rela-
tively consistent, especially for systems with automatic train operation. The problem of
wheel wear, especially polygonal wheel wear, has been a significant issue for many urban
rail transit operators.

Nielsen et al. reported a case of wheel polygonisation on one of the metro lines in
Stockholm [2]. Approximately 60% of all wheels had a dominating harmonic order of 3,
corresponding to a wavelength of 0.8m. The researchers postulated that an initial OOR
with three harmonics was caused by wheel machining with a three-jaw chuck. Johansson
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Figure 2. Main causes of locomotive wheel polygonisation in South Africa [15,16]. (a) Self-excited
stick–slip vibration on the curve and (b) the excited torsional vibration by inter-harmonics measured
at the motor nose link.

and Andersson [18] investigated the evolution of wheel polygonisation on the Stockholm
metro through a simulation of three-dimensional dynamic wheel–rail interaction and
wear. They found that the development of polygonal wheel orders 14–20 were caused by
the vertical track anti-resonance at 165Hz, while the increase of the orders 5–7 were due
to the P2 resonance (at 40Hz) and the sleeper passing excitation (at 34.7Hz) at a speed of
50 km/h. However, the continued growth of the third-order wheel polygon was not repro-
duced by the simulations. Through a private communication with the train manufacturer,
one hypothesis is that the growth of the third-order wheel OOR may be caused by the
braking or traction system [18].
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In addition to the case reported by Nielsen et al., many other cases of metro wheel
polygonisation have been reported. Jin et al. made a detailed summary of the problem
of metro wheel polygonisation in China [19]. This issue is very complicated and highly
dependent on the type of metro trains and operation. For example, metro trains running
on several lines in China suffer from severe wheel polygonisation. However, in some cases,
the same type of metro train runs on other lines without the same problem occurring.
This phenomenon may be related to track form and/or the distribution of curve radius.
It has been reported that trains on lines with a larger proportion of small radius curves
exhibit more wheels with polygonal out-of-roundness than trains running on lines with
fewer tight curves [6]. Different theories that have been proposed to explain the formation
of polygonal wheels of metro trains will be discussed below.

The first reported case of wheel polygonisation on metro trains in China was found
on one of the metro lines in Guangzhou in 2008, where metro trains use linear induc-
tion motors (LIM train). The dominating harmonic order is 9. After conducting extensive
experiments on field sites, Jin et al. [20] found that the first bending resonance of the
wheelset is easily excited during running. Therefore, it was concluded that the first bending
resonance of the wheelset is the root cause of the ninth-order wheel polygon.

Chen et al. [21] also investigated this problem based on the theory of frictional self-
excited vibration of the wheelset–track system. They found that the frequencies of several
unstable stick–slip modes under saturated adhesion are consistent with the passing fre-
quency of the polygonal wheel and pointed out that frictional self-excited vibration is one
of the causes of wheel polygonisation of the LIM train.

Generally, the passing frequency of a fixed-wavelength polygonal wheel or rail corru-
gation can be determined by the formula of f = v/λ, where v is speed and λ is wavelength
of the wheel polygon or rail corrugation. Ma et al. [22] proposed that if the relation of
mf = v/λ is met, where m is an integer, the wheel polygon can be formed. Based on this
idea, they believed that the 9th order wheel polygon of the LIM train is caused by the verti-
cal vibration of the linear inductionmotorwith a frequency of about 43.5Hzwhen the train
runs with speed between 72 and 80 km/h. Fu et al. [23] studied this problem through sim-
ulation of polygonal wear evolution. They suggested that the polygonisation occurred in
two stages. First, the residual polygonal wear with four harmonics after wheel re-profiling
can excite the vertical vibration of the LIM train, which led to the evolution of the 4th order
polygon into that of 8th to 9th order. Then, polygonal wheel wear with 8th to 9th harmon-
ics excited the first bending resonance of the wheelset, which accelerates the wheel wear
with 8th to 9th harmonics. It is worth noting that the metro operator conducted an exper-
iment, in which the linear induction motor of one bogie was removed. However, the 9th
order wheel polygon was still formed and extended, thus indicating that the ninth-order
wheel polygon is independent of the LIM.

In addition to the LIM train, wheel polygonisation also occurs on othermetro trains. Tao
et al. [24], Cai et al. [25], andMu et al. [26] found that the P2 resonance is the main reason
of a wheel polygonwith 5–8 harmonics for themetro train with amaximum running speed
of 80 km/h. Yang et al. [27] showed that the combination of the P2 resonance with the first
order bending resonance of the wheelset is the root cause of a wheel polygon with 13th to
16th harmonics (wavelengths of 160 to 200mm) for the train running on one of the metro
lines in Beijing.
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Tao et al. [28] studied a case of asymmetric polygonal wear on metro train wheels.
This was found to be different from the asymmetric polygonal wear of locomotive wheels
reported by Transnet Freight Rail in South Africa [15]. Both the trailing and motored
wheelsets showed polygonisation with orders 12–14, and the polygonisation of the right
wheels was more serious than that of the left wheels on all trains studied. It was concluded
that the first bending resonance of the wheelset excited on sharply curved tracks was the
root cause of the wheel polygonisation. It should be noted that the running direction of
the train cannot be reversed in this line, and the total length of right-hand curves is much
longer than the left-hand curves, which plays a vital role in the formation of asymmetric
polygonal wear. A further study was conducted by Yang et al. [29]. They pointed out that
the first bending mode of the wheelset presents an obvious feature of asymmetry as con-
strained by the rails on sharp curves. The dynamic wheel–rail interaction on the low rail
side in curves is more distinct than that on the high rail side, which further promotes the
development of asymmetric polygonal wear. Based on the theory of frictional self-excited
vibration, Kang et al. [30] also studied the asymmetric polygonal wear problem of metro
train wheels. They found that the unstable vibration intensity of the wheel–rail system on
the low rail side is much stronger than that of the high rail side under saturated adhesion
conditions, which plays an important role in the formation of asymmetric polygonal wear.

In addition to metro trains, some trams and light rail vehicles also suffer from wheel
polygonal wear [31–35]. Lulu et al. [31] found that the wheels of one type tram with 70%
low-floor technology showed polygonal wear with order 10. Staśkiewicz et al. [33] reported
that two types of tram (high-floor and low-floor) clearly exhibited ‘triangle’ polygonisation
for both new and worn wheels. However, there are relatively few studies on themechanism
of wheel polygonisation of trams or light rail vehicles. Zehetbauer et al. [34,35] studied the
formation mechanism of order 17–20 polygonal wear of tram wheels through numerical
simulation, and they pointed out that the self-excited vibrations when the tram passing
through small radius curves may be a cause, but it needs future research. The study by
Kurzeck and Hecht [36] showed that self-excited oscillation of the wheelset or the bogie
could occur for curve negotiation, which can result in squealing, wheel polygonisation or
rail corrugation.

3.3. Polygonisation of high-speed train wheels

Polygonisation of high-speed train wheels was first reported on ICE trains in Germany.
The third- and second-order OOR defects were dominant on standard solid steel wheels
and rubber-sprung wheels, respectively. Rode et al. [37] investigated the cause of an initial
polygon with three harmonics. They found that this was formed from the fixation pro-
cedure during wheel machining, where the wheelsets are fixed with a three-jaw chuck at
three equidistant positions. Elastic deformation occurs on the wheel rim at the fixed posi-
tions. After wheel machining the wheel rim returns to its undeformed shape which causes
an initial third-order polygon. Simulations performed by Morys [38] indicated that the
first-order bending oscillation of the wheelset and the P2 resonance can be excited by an
initial third-order polygon, which promotes the enlargement of wheel out-of-roundness,
see Figure 3.

Since 2014, polygonisation of high-speed train wheels in China has become a serious
problem and a great deal of effort has been made to study its formation mechanisms. After
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Figure 3. Long-termwheel OOR evolution presented by (a) the wheel shape changes and (b) the radius
reduction [38].

having reached a sufficient understanding of this problem, polygonisation on high-speed
train wheels is gradually being effectively suppressed. In this section, different theories on
formationmechanisms are surveyed.However, some practical experience to suppress poly-
gonisation of high-speed wheels in China will be summarised in Section 8. Different from
the wheel polygonisation occuring on the ICE high-speed trains, higher periodic orders
have been observed on different types of high-speed trains in China. Wang et al. [39] sum-
marised the features of polygonal wear for Chinese high-speed train wheels based on an
extensive number of wheels measured on field sites. It was noted that the wavelengths of
the wheel polygonisation are in the range of 100mm to 180mm, depending on the train
type, track type and operating speed. There is no consensus on the formation mechanisms
for high-speed wheel polygonal wear in China, but Chinese researchers have recently been
investigating three main possible causes: (1) bogie component vibration, (2) rail bending
modes constrained by the bogie wheelbase, and (3) frictional self-excited vibration of the
wheelset–track system.

3.3.1. Bogie component vibration
Wuet al. [40–42] have been investigating thismechanism recently. Based on a series of field
experiments and simulations, they concluded that an excited resonance of the bogie during
high-speed train operation is responsible for the polygonal wheel wear, and pointed out
that the key frequency related to the formation of polygonal wheel wear is approximately
580Hz [40]. Then, Wu et al. [41] developed a polygonal wear simulation model to study
the key factors of the initiation and development of polygonal wheels. The track dynamics
was considered, however, only one mode shape of the wheelset (576Hz) was considered in
the dynamics model. Effects of wheel diameter and running speed on the development of
polygonal wheel wear were investigated. They found that the ‘Integral Multiple Condition’
(see Section 8.1) is an important factor for the formation and development of the wheel
polygon.

Recently, Wu et al. [42] carried out fundamental experimental research on a full-size
wheel–rail roller test rig in the High-speed Wheel–rail Relationship Laboratory in the
China Academy of Railway Sciences to further verify their theories, see Figure 4. This
was the first time that polygonal wheel wear had been reproduced on a full-size test rig
under laboratory conditions. There was no traction or external excitation applied to the
test wheelset, and the main excitation source was only the initial random irregularities on
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Figure 4. Reproduction of wheel polygonal wear on a full-size wheel–rail roller test rig [42]. (a) Photo-
graph of the full-size wheel–rail roller test rig, (b) time-frequency spectra of the vertical acceleration of
the axle box, where the second-order bending vibration of the wheelset (149 Hz) can be excited during
the test, (c) the reproduced polygonal wheel wear for a constant speed. The wheel diameter is approx-
imately 908mm. If the second bending vibration of the wheelset is excited during the test, polygonal
wheel wear with five harmonics could be formed under a running speed of 306 km/h, and (d) Evolution
of the vertical axle box acceleration during the test.

the wheel–rail contact surfaces. Experimental modal analysis determined that the damp-
ing ratio of the second-order bendingmode of the wheelset (149Hz) is minimal. A test was
performed, in which the speed was set to 306 km/h and it was found that the ‘Integral Mul-
tiple Condition’ could be satisfied in that condition if the second-order bending vibration
of the wheelset was excited. As they expected, the 5th order polygonal wear was gradually
formed during the test, which indicated that the bending resonance of the wheelset is an
important factor for wheel polygonisation. However, the reproduced polygonal wear was
of a lower order to that found on the high-speed train in China. Therefore, how to repro-
duce the higher-order harmonics under laboratory conditions with a full-size test rig is still
an open question.

3.3.2. Rail bendingmodes constrained by the bogie wheelbase
Dai et al. [43] were the first to use this hypothesis to explain the initiation mechanism
of polygonal wear of high-speed EMU wheels in China. Based on the statistical results of
features of wheel polygonisation on different types of EMUs, they found that the passing
frequencies of the polygonal wheel are related to the sleeper spacing and bogie wheelbase.
Furthermore, they pointed out that the frequencies of the third-order bending mode of
the rail as constrained by the bogie wheelbase (based on numerical modal analysis of the
rail, ranging from 550 to 650Hz depending on the sleeper spacing, bogie wheelbase and
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fastener vertical stiffness) are close to the passing frequencies of the wheel polygon. In a
follow-up study, Qu et al. [44] detected a similar vibration mode in a lab test. Wu et al. [45]
studied the influence of rail bending modes on high-order wheel polygonisation through
wheel wear simulation. The frequency of the third bending mode of the rail between the
twowheelsets of the same bogie was about 650Hz, and it was shown that it had a significant
influence on the vertical wheel–rail contact force. In a long-term wear simulation, high-
order wheel polygonal wear was formed, which was in good agreement with field tests.
Thus, it was concluded that this mode is the primary contributor to high-order polygoni-
sation. However, the passing frequency of the simulated polygonal wheel is about 555Hz,
and the reason for the difference between the natural frequency of the third-order local rail
bending and the passing frequency of the simulated wheel polygon was not well explained.
Nevertheless, Cai et al. [46–48] havemade important contributions to support this point of
view. In particular, they explained the reasonwhy there is a difference in frequency between
the excitation of the local rail bendingmode and the response of the formedwheel polygon.
The growth ratio of polygonal wear defined by Peng et al. [49] was used,

Growth ratio =
√
1 +

(
B
A

)2
− 2

B
A
cosϕ − 1 (1)

whereA andB are the initial amplitude of the polygonal wear and the amplitude of the wear
fluctuation, respectively, while ϕ is the phase lag of the instantaneous wear with respect
to the initial polygonal amplitude. Thus, the polygonal wear growth rate is determined by
both the amplitude of the wear response (B/A) and the phase lag (ϕ). If the phase lag ϕ is in
the range of 90° to 270°, the out-of-roundness tends to increase continuously and will have
the highest growth rate when the phase lag is close to 180°. Although there is a peak value
at about 650Hz for the wheel–rail contact force induced by the third-order rail bending
resonance between the two wheelsets of the same bogie (see the upper figure of Figure 5),
the phase lag at this frequency is larger than 270° (see the middle figure of Figure 5). The
phase lag at approximately 330 and 565Hz is in the range of 90° to 270°, therefore, the
dynamic responses around these two frequencies play a vital role for the formation of wheel
polygonal wear. As a result, the peak values for the polygonal wear growth rate occur at
approximately 342 and 570Hz (see the lower figure of Figure 5). Therefore, the formed
wheel out-of-roundness is decided by the characteristics of the polygonal wear growth rate
[46,47]. Similar conclusions were made by Ma et al. [50].

3.3.3. Frictional self-excited vibration of the wheelset–track system
The theory of frictional self-excited vibration has been used by some researchers to explain
the formation of rail corrugation and wheel polygonisation, as well as brake squeal. The
eigenvalues of the wheelset–track system in a finite element model can be determined by
solving the equation Mẍ + Cẋ + Kx = 0, where x is the node displacement vector and
M, C, and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. If frictional forces
between the coupledwheelset and track are considered, solving the eigenvalue problemwill
lead to complex eigenvalues. If one (or more) of the eigenvalues has a positive real part, the
mode at that frequency will lead to unstable vibration, which could cause rail corrugation
or a wheel polygon. When using this theory to study the formation of rail corrugation
or wheel polygonisation, it is worth noting that the wheel–rail creep force is assumed to
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Figure 5. Frequency response of vertical wheel–rail contact force and growth trend of polygonisation
[47]. The frequency response of polygonal wear is similar to that of vertical wheel–rail contact force, see
[47]. Dashed line: single wheelset, solid line: multiple wheelsets.

be saturated. Kang et al. [51], Wu et al. [52,53], and Zhao et al. [54,55] explained wheel
polygonisation on high speed train wheels by employing this theory. They found there are
some unstable modes of the wheelset–track system between 500 Hz and 650Hz, which
may cause the high-order harmonics on wheels.

3.4. Discussion onwheel polygonisation on high-speed trains

Why does the wheel form polygonal wear? This is a serious scientific issue that needs to
be treated systematically. From the point of view of wear, it is a wavelength-fixing wear
mechanism. However, from the point of view of system vibration, it is a frequency-fixing
mechanism caused by external excitation or self-excitation vibration. The wavelength
of polygonal wear is determined by the speed of the vehicle and the excited frequency
(λ = v/f ). However, the coupled vehicle–track system is a complex non-linear system,
and the number of natural frequencies of the vehicle and track components are abundant.
For a given vehicle speed, it seems always possible through experiment or simulation to
find a frequency of the coupled vehicle–track system that could explain the wavelength of
the formed wheel polygon. It is more important to validate whether the vibration at that
frequency can be excited or not during vehicle operation. However, in some articles, the
authors only found a frequency related to the wheel polygonisation and believed that it is
the root cause of polygon formation, which is a limitation of this approach.

Chinese researchers have developed different theories for the mechanisms of polygoni-
sation on high-speed railway vehicles in China. As surveyed above, there are three main
theories although these do not seem to fully explain the mechanism of polygonal wheel
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wear. According to the first theory, a bogie component vibration is the root cause. However,
this cannot explain why there is a difference in wavelength for the same type of high-
speed EMUs running on different lines at the same operating speed. For example, for the
same type of high-speed EMUs running on the Harbin-Dalian and Wuhan-Guangzhou
high-speed railway lines, the averaged wavelengths of the polygon are132mm and 152mm,
corresponding to a passing frequency of 635 and 549Hz, respectively.

The second theory indicates that a rail bending mode, which mainly depends on rail
bending stiffness, sleeper spacing, bogie wheelbase and fastener vertical stiffness, is the
root cause. Simulations and field tests show that the frequency of one rail bending mode,
which could be related to the polygonal wheel, is approximately 645Hz [47]. However, the
passing frequency of the polygonal wheel is about 572Hz. Phase lag of the polygonal wear
rate was introduced to explain this difference between the excited frequency and the wheel
polygon passing frequency. The statistical results presented by Dai et al. [43] revealed that
the passing frequencies of the wheel polygon are highly related to the sleeper spacing and
bogie wheelbase. Thus, the hypothesis of a rail bendingmode combined with the phase lag
of the polygonal wear rate seems to explain this phenomenon. However, when the vision is
broadened to a wider scope, it can be concluded that Europe and Japan have reported few
problems of high-order wheel polygonisation on their high-speed trains. Since rail bending
modes also exist in the high-speed railways of Europe and Japan, why does it not cause a
wheel polygon? In addition, rail bending vibration also exists in conventional railway and
metro lines.

The third theory suggests frictional self-excited vibration of the wheelset–track system
to be the root cause. The prerequisite of this theory is a saturated creep force. However,
extensive test results indicate that polygonal wear occur on both trailer and motor wheels,
and the wavelength of those wheels is the same. Generally, the creep force on trailer wheels
rarely reaches saturation. In addition, it is difficult to verify whether the creep force is
saturated or not by test.

3.5. Drives and control systems

Modern railway vehicles are fitted with sophisticated traction control and wheel-slide
protection systems which interact with the traction and braking systems to ensure effi-
cient traction and braking. There is some recent evidence that these systems can cause or
exacerbate wheel out-of-roundness and this has been studied by some researchers.

Spangenberg and Fröhling [17] reviewed component fatigue failures on a freight loco-
motive caused by polygonal wheels and found that the tractionmotor drive control system
was exciting resonances when coupling with the 20th order polygon of the wheel at spe-
cific speeds. The model of mechanical linkages between the motor and the wheelset were
validated against results from on-track tests.

Yang et al. [14] investigated the effect of anti-wheel slip controllers on the evolution of
polygonal wear on locomotive wheels. A multibody model and wear predictor was used
with the flexibility of the wheelset included through modal properties. The threshold of
action of the wheel slip controller was investigated and it was found that the level of this
threshold had a clear effect on the development of polygonal wheel wear. The authors sum-
marised the initiation mechanisms of polygonal wear for high-speed and metro vehicles,
see Table 1, and recommended using a lower threshold for the anti-slip controller.
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Table 1. Classification of initiation mechanisms of wheel polygonal wear for high-speed and metro
vehicles. (From Yang et al [14]).

Basic feature of wheel polygonal wear Root cause

Metro wheels with 5–8th harmonic order polygonal wear P2 resonance of coupled wheel–track system
Metro wheels with 12–16th harmonic order polygonal
wear

Low-frequency flexible modes of the wheelset (including
bending or torsional modes)

High-speed wheels with 19–23th harmonic order
polygonal wear

Third-order local bending mode of the rail with the natural
frequency of 591 Hz

High-speed wheels with 18th harmonic order polygonal
wear

Frictional self-excited vibration of the wheelset–track
system

High-speed wheels with 23rd harmonic order polygonal
wear

Flexible mode of the bogie frame with the natural
frequency of 589 Hz

Metro wheels with 8–9th harmonic order polygonal wear Residual polygonal wear with 4th harmonic order after
wheel re-profiling

Cai et al. [47] also investigated the coupling between multiple wheelsets on high-speed
trains. Models in both time and frequency domains, and a non-linear wear predictor,
were used. The results were validated against on-track measurements and a rail bending
resonance was found to be a significant wavelength-fixing mechanism.

Chen et al. [56] investigated the effect of the drive and transmission systems on polyg-
onal wear. The model included the traction motor properties and the wheelset flexibility,
and a comparison was made between the predictions with and without the drive system
model.

4. Discrete wheel tread irregularities

A discrete wheel tread irregularity is a deviation from the nominal wheel radius along a
short section of the wheel circumference. It is a local surface damage that for example
could be induced by rolling contact fatigue (RCF) or a consequence of the wheel sliding
without rolling (wheel flat). In general terms, surface initiated RCF is the result of severe
frictional rolling contact leading to progressive plastic deformation (ratchetting) that even-
tually causes crack initiation if the material strength is exceeded [57,58]. Subsequent crack
propagation, aggravated by the presence of fluids trapped inside the cracks, and mate-
rial fall-out leading to deteriorated contact conditions may cause a cluster of tread defects
which with progressivematerial fall-out eventuallymay cause the formation of a long tread
irregularity.

The reason for the sliding may be that the brakes are frozen or defective, or that the
braking force is too high in relation to the available wheel–rail friction. Part of the wheel
tread is worn off and locally the wheel temperature is raised significantly due to the dis-
sipated friction energy. When the wheel starts rolling again, this is followed by a rapid
cooling that may lead to the formation of martensite and residual stresses [59]. Cracks
may initiate and propagate in the brittle material due to the rolling contact loading and the
repeated impacts. Due to the tensile residual stresses in the surrounding material, cracks
may grow to considerable depths and pieces of the wheel tread may detach aggravating the
irregularity.

As indicated by the vertical wheel centre trajectory generated by a discrete wheel tread
irregularity [60], the resulting dynamic wheel–rail interaction leads to an abrupt change of
vertical momentum, potentially causing a momentary loss of wheel–rail contact followed
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by an impact on the rail. The loading is a transient event, and with each wheel revolution
periodically repeated, exciting vibration in a wide frequency range with most of the energy
concentrated below about 1 kHz. The impact loading can damage the rails, in extreme cases
even leading to rail breaks [61]. For tread irregularities not leading to momentary loss
of wheel–rail contact, the excitation is dominated by lower frequencies that may damage
sleepers and ballast. Discrete defects may also cause high-cycle fatigue of wheels and other
vehicle components, such as bearing failures. Other consequences include the generation
of impact noise and ground-borne vibration [3].

The implementations of improved brake system design and wheel material quality, and
wheel slide protection, can mitigate the generation of wheel flats. RCF can be prevented
by enhanced vehicle steering and friction management that reduce the tangential loading,
and by controlling thewheel/rail profiles [58]. The unsprungmass is the key vehicle-related
parameter influencing themagnitude of the impact load.Means for reducing the unsprung
mass, including alternative designs for the wheelset and the suspension of the mechanical
drive system, are discussed in Refs. [62,63].

5. Measurement of wheel out-of-roundness

Wheel out-of-roundness can cause intense vertical wheel–rail contact forces including
impact loads, which have great effects on the service performance of the rolling stock and
infrastructure components, as well as on riding comfort, noise and ground-borne vibra-
tion. Therefore, it is particularly important to detect and mitigate (by wheel turning) OOR
wheels in time if they do not meet the operational requirements. A survey of available
approaches to detect wheel defects, including wheel flats, cracks, spalling, shelling, etc. is
found in Alemi et al. [64]. In this section, methods used for measurement and detection
of wheel out-of-roundness are summarised, including: (1) direct wheel out-of-roundness
measurement instruments, (2) wayside detection and (3) onboard detection.

5.1. Direct wheel out-of-roundnessmeasurement instruments

Several measurement instruments are available to measure wheel out-of-roundness and
roughness. Not only the radial run-out, but also the irregularity around the wheel circum-
ference can be measured with probes in contact with the wheel tread. The accuracy of
these instruments is high, but they are time-consuming and labour-intensive to use. This
measurement method plays an important role in the study of wheel OOR features, mecha-
nisms and evolution rules [7,8,39,65,66]. However, because the measurement efficiency is
low, these instruments are often unable to meet the requirements of rolling stock operators
for regular condition monitoring of wheel OOR. For this reason, alternative methods have
been proposed and applied in practice. For example, originally the underfloor wheel lathe
was only able to detect the radial run-out of the wheel out-of-roundness. Now, a measure-
ment approach based on the underfloor wheel lathe has been developed where a probe and
displacement measuring unit is added (see Figure 6), so that the wheel out-of-roundness
profile around the circumference can be measured [67]. The accuracy of this method is
similar to that of the traditional wheel out-of-roundness measurement instrument, but the
efficiency is greatly improved.
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Figure 6. Probe and displacement measuring unit of underfloor wheel lathe measurement system for
wheel out-of-roundness [67].

5.2. Wayside detection

Wayside detection is widely used to detect wheel out-of-roundness [68], especially for dis-
crete wheel defects. The peak values detected by acceleration or strain-basedWheel Impact
Load Detectors (WILD) are used to evaluate the health status of wheels. However, for a
given discrete wheel tread defect, the peak value generally shows a considerable fluctua-
tion when evaluating repeated passes over the same detector. This is because the impact
load is significantly influenced by vehicle speed, the loaded condition of the vehicle (axle
load), the lateral position of the rolling circle relative to the geometry of the tread damage,
and the longitudinal position of the impact relative to the sensors. In addition, it is difficult
to distinguish different defect types.

In recent years, somemethods based onWILDs have been proposed to detect polygonal
wheels. Based on existing WIM-WIM (Weigh-In-Motion & Wheel-Impact-Monitoring),
Reitmann et al. [69] developed a monitoring system to quantify the amplitude and wave-
length of the polygons of locomotive wheels, see Figure 7. The monitoring data revealed
that this system has a good reliability. A notable feature ofWILDs is that the measured sig-
nal is only available within the effective zone of the detector. Alemi et al. [70] proposed a
data fusion and signal reconstruction method to achieve a continuous wheel defect signal
based on multiple wayside sensors installed on the rail. A total of 59 sensors were used in
their method. Since the reconstructed simulation signals for wheel flats and third-order
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Figure 7. The WIM-WIM system can detect (a) wheel polygonal wear order and (b) evolution of radius
deviation [69].

polygonal wheels are very specific to each type of wheel defect, it is possible to recognise
the defect type.

Assessing measured shear force in the rail on either side of a sleeper and the measured
support force (railseat load) at that sleeper is another method to measure a continuous
wheel defect signal based on wayside detection. However, there is an invalid (or transition)
region close to each shear force measurement position (lineff in Figure 8(a)), the length
of which is approximately equal to the height of the rail. Therefore, the method of ‘shear
force+ support force’ is not a 100% accurate method to measure a continuous wheel–rail
contact force signal. A compoundmeasuring zonemethod usingmultiple measuring units
has been proposed by researchers from the China Academy of Railway Sciences to over-
come this shortcoming [71,72]. By splicing time-domain sequences of vertical wheel–rail
contact force from multiple measuring units and compound measuring zones, the con-
tinuous vertical wheel–rail contact force for at least one revolution of the wheel can be
obtained (Figure 8). A Fast Fourier Transform of the vertical wheel–rail contact force is
then performed to obtain the wavelength of the wheel polygon, and a mapping relation-
ship between the impact equivalent and the amplitude of wheel out-of-roundness is used to
monitor the rate of polygonisation (i.e. the out-of-roundness growth). The impact equiv-
alent (α) is defined as dynamic wheel–rail contact force / (speed coefficient× static wheel
load×wheel diameter coefficient), where the two coefficients are empirical values. This
monitoring system has been widely used to detect discrete and continuous wheel defects
in all kinds of railway lines in China.

5.3. Onboard detection

Modern rolling stock often includes intelligent onboard systems. Many sensors are
installed on vehicles (especially in high-speed trains and locomotives) to monitor the run-
ning condition of various systems. This makes it possible to detect wheel defects using
vehicle monitoring data, for example using vibration signals from axle boxes. This pos-
sibility has attracted increasing attention in recent years, including the use of traditional
signal processing and deep learning methods.

Sun et al. [73] proposed an angle-domain synchronous averaging method to enhance
axle box vibration signals resulting from polygonal wheels. A health indicator related to
the angle-domain synchronous coherent component was adopted to represent the wheel
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Figure 8. (a) Force diagramof the compoundmeasuring zonemethod and (b) splicing the time domain
sequences of vertical wheel–rail force [72].

irregularity. However, this method is not applicable when there is a significant variation in
train speed. Chen et al. [74] developed a quantitative method for detection of locomotive
wheel out-of-roundness by using axle box vertical vibration signals. This method is based
on adaptive chirpmode decomposition and it is suitable for non-stationary (during vehicle
acceleration and deceleration) vibration conditions.
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Wang et al. [75] applied a parametric power spectral estimationmethod to detect polyg-
onal wheels. The main advantage of this method is that it is highly sensitive to harmonic
signals, so that it can detect already the initial stage of the wheel polygon. However, this
detection method is only applicable to stationary signals and can only detect the orders
of the wheel polygon if the vehicle speed is known. Wang et al. [76] made further efforts
to detect the amplitudes of the wheel polygon by employing an iterative modified discrete
Fourier transform to estimate the harmonic vibration amplitude of the stationary signal.
Then, the roughness level of wheel polygonal wear for each order is calculated according
to a mapping between the amplitude of the vertical axle box acceleration and the orders of
the wheel polygon.

Differing from the detection methods related to signal processing, Ye et al. [77] built
a deep learning model, OORNet, to monitor OOR wheels. The OORNet consists of five
neural networks: the time- and frequency-domain features of the axle box acceleration
are extracted by two 1DCNNs (one-dimensional convolutional neural network), respec-
tively; the time–frequency-domain feature is extracted by a 2DCNN (two-dimensional
convolutional neural network); then a FCNN (fully connected neural network) and a
3DCNN (three-dimensional convolutional neural network) are used to capture the rela-
tionship between the three features. The OORNet has two options, namely, classification
and regression. Wheels are classified as healthy or faulty according to the wheel rough-
ness level threshold which can be identified by the classification option of the OORNet.
Moreover, the wheel roughness levels can also be achieved by the regression option of the
OORNet. The OORNet shows robust performance on the simulation data set.

5.4. Fieldmeasurements of wheel–rail impact loads

Field tests of dynamic wheel–rail interaction involving trains with different types of wheel
irregularities (out-of-roundness) have been reported in several studies, see for example
[62,78–81].

Results from one test are illustrated in Figure 9 [79,80]. Artificial wheel flats of length
40mm and depth 0.35mm were ground on the two wheels of one wheelset. The standard
tangent track consisted of 60 kg/m rails, 10mm rubber rail pads (here referred to as rail
pad type A) and concrete monobloc sleepers on ballast. This standard type of rail pad with
a dynamic stiffness of 120 kN/mm was replaced by a synthetic polymer-based pad (type
B) along a track length of about 25m. Laboratory measurements indicated that pad B was
some ten times stiffer than pad A. An instrumented wheelset [82] was used to measure
the vertical wheel–rail contact force via strain gauges on the wheel discs. The measured
signals were low-pass filtered with cut-off frequency 1 kHz. An example of measured time
history of the contact force is illustrated in Figure 9(a). As discussed above, it is observed
that the wheel flat results in a transient and periodic loading due to an impact for each
revolution of the wheel. Initially, there is a partial unloading as the wheel flat enters the
wheel–rail contact. During this phase, the wheel moves downwards (and the rail upwards)
to compensate for the missing wheel material. Since the wheel and rail cannot completely
compensate for the irregularity due to their inertia, there is a reduction in the contact force.
After passing the centre of the flat, the wheel continues downwards because of its higher
inertia. This results in a peak in the contact force, which is followed by a damped transient
response.
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Figure 9. (a) Time history of wheel–rail contact force measured by an instrumented wheelset. Vehicle
speed 70 km/h and (b) measured peak (maximum and minimum) contact force deviations from static
wheel load versus train speed at test sites A and B. Artificial wheel flat with length 40mm, axle load 22
tonnes. From [79,80].

From the same test as described in the previous paragraph, the influence of train speed
on themaximumcontact force deviation from the staticwheel load is plotted in Figure 9(b).
Depending on rail pad type A or B, there is a local maximum at a speed between 30 and
60 km/h. Further, it was reported that the speed related to the local maximum increased
with increasing axle load [80]. A similar local maximum in wheel–rail contact force has
been reported in [62,78]. It is often explained by reference to the P2 resonance [62]. Increas-
ing impact loads with increasing vehicle speed and length of a so-called long-wavelength
tread defect were reported by Kalay et al. [83]. A recent field test [84] included a wheel
containing a cluster of small RCF defects distributed over a 350mm long radial deviation
defect with depth in the order of 1mm. Impact loads were measured when the test train
with the OOR wheel passed a WILD at different speeds and in both traffic directions. The
tests in the speed interval 10–100 km/h indicated a linear increase of impact load with
increasing speed at a rate of 0.9 kN/(km/h). However, the resolution of tested speeds was
low.

5.5. Discussion onmeasurement of wheel out-of-roundness

The above-mentioned methods of polygonal wheel detection have some advantages and
disadvantages. Obviously, the accuracy of direct wheel OOR measurement is the highest,
but this is time-consuming and labour-intensive. As discussed above, the measurement
efficiency is improved by using the upgraded underfloor wheel lathe. However, the main
purpose of the out-of-roundness measurement function of the underfloor wheel lathe is
to evaluate wheel out-of-roundness only before and after wheel re-profiling. It is therefore
unrealistic to monitor the evolution of wheel polygonisation using an underfloor wheel
lathe. Wayside and onboard detections are dynamic detection methods and alternative
approaches to monitor the evolution of wheel polygon. The wayside detection approach
can only detect wheel conditions when wheels are passing through a detection section,
but it is the more economical monitoring method. The onboard method for detecting
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wheel polygons is generally based on measured axle box acceleration, which means it is
necessary to install an accelerometer on each axle box. For trains already in operation, this
would be a significant investment. However, with the development of intelligent trains,
there are already many sensors installed on the train, especially on high-speed trains. This
includes bearing condition monitoring that makes it possible to use the existing sensor
data to monitor the wheel condition.

The current quantitative detectionmethods, whether beingwayside or onboard, assume
that there is a one-to-one mapping relationship between the wheel out-of-roundness and
the dynamic response. However, the dynamic response induced by a wheel polygon is
influenced by vehicle speed, wheel–rail contact position, track irregularities (for example,
rail corrugation), track form, etc. Therefore, the same OOR wheel will cause variations
in dynamic response, which makes it a challenging task to accurately detect and quantify
wheel polygonisation.

6. Simulation

6.1. Wheel polygonisation

Nielsen and Johansson [1] reported on analytical and early simulationmodels, e.g. by Jenk-
ins [62] and Newton and Clark [78] who studied the effect of wheel flats, and Ahlbeck [85]
who considered impact loads due to wheel defects. Meinke [86] and Morys [38] modelled
the effect of unbalanced wheels, Soua and Pascal [87] modelled the development of OOR
wheels for a locomotive, while Meywerk [88] modelled OORwheels on aWinkler founda-
tion with coupled wheels and rails and demonstrated growth of out-of-roundness against
several variables.

Johansson and Nielsen [68] applied a track model including flexible rails and rigid
sleepers and used linear stiffness and damping for the rail pads and ballast. The
model was validated against extensive field test data for wheel flats and polygonal
wheels.

Johansson and Andersson [18] studied the formation of high-order wheel out-of-
roundness using Fastsim to model the wheel–rail contact and Archard wear model to
predict wear. Wavelength-fixing mechanisms were identified including track vibration
in the vertical direction only and the P2 resonance. Liu and Zhai [89] modelled wheel
out-of-roundness using ICE train data from Germany. Bogacz and Frischmuth [90] pre-
sented an analytical model to evaluate the vertical oscillation in the contact patch of
OOR wheels.

Peng et al. [91] used an instantaneous wear model and an amplification coefficient to
predict long-term wear. Different models were used including those previously proposed
by British Rail Research, the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, Sweden,
and Professor Zobory. Good agreement between the models was found despite different
philosophies of the original models. Random and harmonic initial irregularities were pre-
scribed, and the evolution of polygonal wear was predicted. Cai et al. [46] used a coupled
vehicle–track model including a finite element representation of slab track and a sliding
window model approach running along the track for a Chinese high-speed train. Fast-
sim and the Archard wear model were used to model wheel–rail contact and wear. Higher
order polygonisation was linked to local rail bending resonances and the bogie wheelbase
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Figure 10. Architecture of models to predict OOR wear development (From Tao et al. [5]).

at around 550 Hz to 600Hz. The effect of rail pad stiffness and damping was also investi-
gated. Fu et al. [23] looked at the effect of smoothing the wear distribution in themodelling
of the development of out-of-roundness.

Tao et al. [5] summarised the architecture of simulation methods used to date, see
Figure 10. Based on finite element models of wheelset, rail and slab track, Mu et al. [26]
selected key modes to include in a multibodymodel simulation using Simpack. Themodel
was validated against field tests with the inclusion of the effect of varying vertical forces
on the wear, and the influence of speed and pad stiffness was assessed. The P2 resonance
was again confirmed as a key frequency-fixing mechanism and the results suggested that
varying rail pad stiffness could be a possible method to control the growth of polygonal
wear.

Cui et al. [92] and Fu et al. [93] used a 3D wear model to update the wheel profile. The
results showed that the predicted vibration characteristics of thewheelset using a 3Dmodel
are different from the predictions using a 2D model. Staskievicz et al. [33] used measured
out-of-roundness from tram wheels in modelling polygonisation. Zehetbauer et al. [35]
proposed a ‘minimal’ model which can be used to investigate instability due to self-excited
oscillations in small radius curves and examined how this may result in polygonisation.

6.2. Wheel–rail impact due to discrete tread irregularities

Pioneering work on the modelling of high-frequency vehicle–track interaction and
wheel–rail impact loads due to discrete wheel/rail irregularities, such as rail joints and
wheel flats, was carried out by Jenkins et al. [62]. The dynamic response of the vehicle–track
systemwas described by reference to the so-called P1 and P2 resonance frequencies. In the
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time domain, the P1 resonance leads to an initial sharp peak in the contact force after less
than 1ms, which is followed by a broader peak due to the P2 resonance after 5–10ms.
The P1 resonance is determined by the resonance of the unsprung wheelset mass and the
effective track mass on the contact spring stiffness, typically at around 700–1000Hz. For
a conventional ballasted track, the P2 resonance, where the unsprung mass of the vehicle
and the equivalent trackmass are vibrating in phase on the equivalent stiffness of the track,
is typically occurring around 50–100Hz.

6.2.1. Wheel trajectory
In a ‘point wheel–rail contact model’, such as when applying a Hertzian contact spring, the
excitation of the wheel–rail system should be described by a relative displacement input
between the wheel and rail that is equal to the quasi-static wheel centre trajectory [3]. This
is the vertical path followed by the wheel centre if it ran very slowly over the surface irregu-
larity. The wheel trajectory differs from the shape of a discrete wheel tread irregularity due
to the curvature of the wheel. Based on a two-dimensional simplification of a wheel flat
geometry, this was demonstrated in [60]. However, the magnitude of the generated impact
load is influenced by the three-dimensional geometry of the irregularity and the lateral
position of the wheel–rail contact. For example, Steenbergen [94] showed that the mini-
mum circumferential curvature of the wheel tread along a wheel flat has a larger influence
on the magnitude of the impact force than the flat depth. For general three-dimensional
wheel tread irregularities, a numerical procedure can be employed to determine the wheel
centre trajectory [95].When using a three-dimensional contactmodel, the actual geometry
of the surface irregularity serves as input to the calculation of the dynamic vehicle–track
interaction [96]. In this case, the quasi-static wheel centre trajectory is not needed, see for
example [97].

6.2.2. Wheel–rail contact model
To simulate dynamic vehicle–track interactionwhen there is a large variation in the vertical
wheel–rail contact force relative to the static wheel load, a non-linear wheel–rail contact
model is required. This implies that the simulation of contact force is carried out in the time
domain. In particular, this is the case if a momentary loss of wheel–rail contact may occur.
The most common model accounting for such situations is the Hertzian contact model
[98]. However, the assumptions ofHertzian contact are generally notmet for discrete wheel
tread irregularities. For example, for a three-dimensional shape of a wheel flat, there is a
significant variation in the radii of wheel curvature. This means that the contact stiffness
varies along the flat. Baeza et al. [99] compared impact loads calculated with Hertzian and
non-Hertzian models and found that the Hertzian model overestimated the peak force.

Several non-Hertzian contact models are based on the Boussinesq–Cerruti expressions
for an elastic half-space, see for example [100]. Non-Hertzian contact of this type has
been used in the models presented in [96,97,99]. Examples of alternative, fast and approx-
imate models of wheel–rail normal contact have been developed by Pascal and Sauvage
[95], Remington and Webb [101], Ayasse and Chollet [102], Ford and Thompson [103],
Piotrowski and Kik [104], and Sichani et al. [105]. The three-dimensional contact problem
for arbitrary non-Hertzian geometries can also be solved numerically by using the finite
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element method (FEM) [106,107]. The FEM is not limited to contact between elastic half-
spaces and has the capability of also including non-linear material properties and plastic
deformation. A disadvantage can be extensive computational time.

6.2.3. Vehicle and trackmodels
Different track models for the calculation of impact load due to wheel flats were compared
in [108]. It was shown that a continuously supported rail on a single-layer support model
is not sufficient as the rail pads are neglected and the sleeper mass is not correctly dis-
tributed along the rail. Further, to capture the high-frequency dynamics after impact, the
rail should be modelled by Timoshenko beam theory accounting for the influence of shear
deformation.

For the simulation of high-frequency vertical wheel–rail contact forces, it is generally
sufficient to model only the wheelset (unsprung mass) since the primary suspension iso-
lates the vehicle from the wheelset in the frequency range of interest, say above 20Hz. The
remaining parts of the vehicle can be represented by a static load acting on the wheelset.
A finite element model of the wheelset is required to capture its full dynamic behaviour
in a wide frequency range including the influence of different eigenmodes. An alternative,
much simpler vehicle model was applied in [109], see Figure 11. In this case, the model
of each wheelset contains only two masses coupled by a spring and a viscous damper. The
upper mass represents the weight of the wheelset. The input data for the spring, damper,
and the small mass making contact with the rail are determined (tuned) by comparing
the receptance at the wheel–rail contact evaluated from the finite element model and the
simple model. Most resonances and anti-resonances of the wheelset cannot be captured
by the simple model, but the average of the receptance at frequencies above 1 kHz is sim-
ilar [110]. The model with two masses is a better alternative than a corresponding model
with only one unsprung mass since the latter leads to a very high dynamic stiffness at high
frequencies.

A survey of track models in the frequency range 20–5000Hz was presented by Knothe
and Grassie [111]. It was concluded that improved models were needed to describe more
accurately the dynamic and non-linear characteristics of rail pads and ballast/subgrade.
For example, the dynamic stiffness of rail pads and ballast/subgrade is known to vary with
frequency and with the magnitude of the applied load, but this is ignored in most models.
In a vehicle–track interaction model, the dynamic stiffness of railway track components
should be used as input rather than the corresponding static stiffness [109].

Wu and Thompson [112] studied the influence of non-linear rail pad and bal-
last/subgrade stiffness on the dynamic vehicle–track interaction. It was shown that such
non-linear features only affect a few rail supports on either side of the wheel load. Yet, it
was observed that both impact loads and track vibration levels were noticeably higher for
the non-linear track model compared with a linear model, and it was concluded that a
linear track model is not sufficient for the prediction of wheel–rail impact.

6.2.4. Impact loading
The calculated influence of train speed and depth of rounded wheel flats on the maximum
impact load is illustrated in Figure 12 [96], cf. the experimental results in Figure 9(b). A
three-dimensional non-Hertzian contact model based on Kalker’s variational method was
applied. The dynamic vehicle–track interactionwas solvedwith amoving impulse response
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Figure 11. Model for simulation of vertical dynamic vehicle–track interaction accounting for the influ-
ence of a tread irregularity with length l and depth d on the leading wheel. Vehicle model representing
two wheelsets in a bogie.

function (Green’s function) approach [113,114]. As expected, with increasing flat depth,
the magnitude of the impact load increases and loss of wheel–rail contact occurs at a lower
train speed. The speed dependence is essentially similar for different depths, but the local
maximum andminimumof each curve aremore pronounced for larger depths and are also
shifted to higher speeds. It is observed that the smaller the flat depth, the earlier the curve
flattens out at higher train speeds.

The influence of contact model on calculated impact loads due to new and rounded
wheel flats was investigated by Pieringer et al. [96]. Three-dimensional non-Hertzian con-
tact based on Kalker’s variational method, two-dimensional non-Hertzian contact based
on a Winkler bedding of independent springs [103], and non-linear Hertzian point con-
tact were compared. The relative displacement excitation used as input to the Hertzian
model was either the deviation in wheel radius from the nominal wheel profile, or the
pre-calculated wheel centre trajectory. Both the two-dimensional model and the Hertzian
springmodel with the wheel centre trajectory as input were found to generate results rather
similar with the three-dimensional model. However, the Hertzian model with the wheel
profile deviation as input resulted in large differences from themore detailedmodels. Nev-
ertheless, it was concluded that the correct representation of the longitudinal geometry of
the wheel flat has a larger influence on the impact load than the choice of contact model.

A hybrid approach to predict noise due to wheel–rail impact has been presented by
Wu and Thompson [60]. In the first step, a time-domain model is applied to calculate the
wheel–rail contact force. The time history of the impact load is then transformed to the
frequency domain and converted into the form of an equivalent roughness spectrum that
can be used as input for the prediction of noise in a conventional frequency-domainmodel.
A similar approach focussing on ground-borne vibration generated by impact loading was
presented in [115]. A next step to improve the understanding of wheel–rail impact noise is
to develop a time-domainmodel for the prediction of transient noise, where the non-linear
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Figure 12. Magnitude (including staticwheel load 118 kN) of impact loaddue to a roundedwheel flat as
a function of train speed and flat depth. The lines (from lower to upper) correspond to the depths [0.25,
0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00] mm. The maximum of the impact loads from eight simulations
with different initial angular positions of the wheel within a sleeper bay is shown. Black circles indicate
that loss of contact occurs for at least one of these eight simulations. Three-dimensional non-Hertzian
contact model based on Kalker’s variational method. From [96].

vehicle, track and wheel–rail contact models are extended to be accurate for frequencies
up to 5 kHz.

7. Effects of out-of-round wheels

7.1. Effect onwheelsets

Barke and Chiu [4] studied the effect of OOR wheels on vehicle and track components
including wheels, bearings, rails, sleepers and ballast. Their work used a boundary ele-
mentmodel of the track together with degradation and failuremodels for each component.
Polygonisation of low-order out-of-roundness (up to 4th order) was considered.

Wu et al. [116] looked at the influence of polygonal wear on stresses in axles. A coupled
vehicle–track dynamics model was used with non-linear vehicle suspension elements and
finite element representations of the slab track and the wheelsets. Axle stress was predicted
at various speeds with different amplitudes of measured polygonal wear added. The results
demonstrated excitation of a resonance in the axle by the 20th order out-of-roundness, and
a consequent significant increase in axle stress from 29.8 to 105MPa.

Wu et al. [117] generated finite element models of a railway axle and track and used
these to assess dynamic stresses induced by polygonal wheels and the effect these stress
levels have on the development of fatigue cracks in wheelset axles. Measured accelerations
from field tests were used to validate the model. The results indicated that polygonal out-
of-roundness can generate high wheel–rail contact forces at typical operation speeds and
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Figure 13. (a) Fatigue crack at welding positions at the centre of the cross beam of the bogie frame of a
motor bogie [120], (b) fatigue crack at the spring sleeve of one bogie frame of ametro vehicle [122], and
(c) fatigue crack at the cross beam of the bogie frame of a metro vehicle [123].

may contribute to a significant increase in axle stresses. This was used to propose new axle
inspection limits.

Wang et al. [118] studied the influence of polygonal wheel wear on axle bearings in
a high-speed train. A coupled vehicle–track dynamics model including the axle bearing
dynamics was set up. For the case studied, high-order polygonal wear (17th to 21st order)
was found to be significant on bearing forces, which more than doubled compared with
unworn wheels at a speed of 350 km/h.

Luo et al. [119] examined the case of large longitudinal creep forces due to high traction
and braking inmountain railways. The slab track support including fasteners wasmodelled
and the Dahl friction model with non-linear friction including hysteresis was applied. The
effects of polygonal wheels on wheel–rail contact conditions and wear were investigated.

7.2. Effect on bogie components

As mentioned in Section 3, wheel polygonisation has become a serious problem in recent
years. One impact of this, which has been observed particularly in China, is the fatigue
failure of certain bogie components such as the bogie frame, gearbox housing, steel coil
spring, etc., see Figures 13–15.

Fu et al. [120] analysed the causes of fatigue cracks in the bogie frame of metro trains.
After five years of operation andmileages of over 400,000 km, cracks were found at welded
positions at the centre of the cross beam of motor bogie frames. On-track test results
indicated that the first two modes of the bogie frame vibration (43.5 Hz and 50.3Hz,
respectively) were excited by rail joints and wheel out-of-roundness. It resulted in equiva-
lent stress amplitudes of up to 96MPa in the cracked position, which significantly exceeds
the fatigue limit (66MPa) for this type of welded joint. Wang et al. [121] used field tests
to study the dynamic stress of fatigue hotspots on the bogie frame of metro trains on one
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Figure 14. Fatigue failure of the gearbox housing [125].

Figure 15. Fatigue fracture of the steel coil spring of the primary suspension in (a) a locomotive [128]
and (b) a metro train [129].

of the metro lines in Beijing. The highest equivalent stress amplitude reached 208MPa,
which is very much higher than the fatigue limit of 70MPa. Under such conditions, the
service life of the bogie frame will decrease significantly. The detailed analysis showed that
rail corrugation accompaniedwith the 8th orderwheel out-of-roundness contributedmore
than 80% of the fatigue damage in the bogie frame. Wang et al. [122] also reported a case
of fatigue cracking in the bogie frames of metro trains. A crack was found at the spring
sleeve of one bogie frame already at a service mileage of less than 200,000 km. The field
test results revealed that the wheels showed serious polygonal wear of the 14th to 16th
orders. After wheel re-profiling, the maximum dynamic stress was reduced by 74%, which
indicated that the polygonal wheel wear has a significant effect on the fatigue life of the
bogie frame. Sun et al. [123] investigated dynamic stresses in a metro bogie frame through
field tests and numerical simulations. A crack was found on the cross beam of one bogie
frame, see Figure 13(c). The stress tests showed that the dominating frequency was about
50Hz under the excitation of wheel out-of-roundness with 5th to 8th orders.Modal testing
indicated that an eigenfrequency involving bending of the cross beams combined with tor-
sion of the side beams is 49.5Hz, which can be easily excited by wheel out-of-roundness
and contribute to the fatigue failure of the bogie frame. Based on extensive simulations,
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they suggested that the wheel should be re-profiled when the wheel radial run-out exceeds
0.5mm.

The gearbox housing is an important component in the traction system, and its fatigue
reliability is greatly important. As mentioned in Section 3, high-order harmonic wear of
high-speed train wheels in China has become a serious problem since 2014. It has been
noted that when the speed of the EMU is 300 km/h, and the wheels have polygonal wear
with a dominating wavelength of approximately 140mm, the passing frequency of the
wheel polygon is close to 580Hz. Unfortunately, for one type of gearbox housing used on
the high-speed EMUs, there is a natural frequency close to 580Hz. A resonance of the gear-
box housing was therefore excited by the wheel polygon, which in turn led to some cases of
fatigue failure [124–127], see Figure 14. Following this study, the shape of the gearbox hous-
ing was optimised, to remove natural frequencies in the range of the passing frequencies
of the wheel polygon.

Wang et al. [128] studied steel coil spring fracture of the primary suspension of a loco-
motive, see Figure 15(a). The modal analysis indicated that the frequency of the first
expansion mode of the coil spring is about 93Hz. Meanwhile, the wheels suffered from
serious polygonal wear with a wavelength of 200–250mm evaluated in 1/3 octave bands.
The passing frequencies of such polygonal wheels at normal operating speed of the loco-
motive are very close to this particular natural frequency causing magnified stresses in the
coil spring. A structural optimisation of the coil spring was conducted, and the frequency
of the first expansion mode was moved to 107Hz, which is further away from the pass-
ing frequency of the wheel polygon. Compared to the original coil spring, field test results
showed that the RMS value of the dynamic stress of the modified coil spring decreased
from 38.4 to 12.0MPa.

Zhang et al. [129] investigated the effect of wheel out-of-roundness on fracture of the
steel coil springs in metro vehicles, see Figure 15(b). The maximum operating speed of
the metro train is 120 km/h. The wheels suffered from serious polygonal wear with 12–14
harmonics. A frequency response test and numerical modal analysis showed that the fre-
quencies of the first- and second-order expansion modes of the coil spring are 59 and
113Hz, respectively. The first-order expansion resonance of the coil spring can be excited
when the wheels have polygonal wear and the train speed is close to 40 km/h. Thus,
inevitably the train passes through the resonance region of the coil spring during accel-
eration on leaving a station and deceleration on the approach to a station, which greatly
increases the stresses in the coil spring. After wheel re-profiling, the equivalent stress
amplitude decreased from 64.1 to 15.0MPa. Based on the relationship between wheel out-
of-roundness and statistics of coil spring fractures, a closely controlled wheel re-profiling
strategy has been recommended to reduce spring fracture.

Wheel out-of-roundness can induce periodic wheel–rail impacts and subject bogie
components to periodically alternating loads. From the several cases surveyed above, it
can be concluded that wheel out-of-roundness, especially wheel polygonisation, has a sig-
nificant influence on the fatigue reliability of bogie components. The excitation frequencies
of polygonal wheels change with the speed of the rolling stock. When any of the passing
frequencies of the OOR wheel is close to a natural mode frequency of a bogie component,
this can result in intense vibration. Therefore, it is particularly important to monitor wheel
out-of-roundness and repair it in time.
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7.3. Effect on track / subgrade

Chen et al. [130] published work on the effect of polygonal wear on the subgrade in high-
speed lines. A hybrid model was used including a 3D finite element model of a Chinese
CRTS-II double block slab track and a multibody dynamics model of the vehicle with
the forces due to measured polygonal wear superimposed at the wheel–rail interface in
the model. High-frequency excitations corresponding to the 23rd and 24th order out-of-
roundness were found to lead to momentary wheel unloadings and significant increases
in vertical wheel–rail contact forces, fastener forces and rail accelerations. Lower orders of
out-of-roundness were found to have a large influence on the vertical acceleration of the
slab and consequent stresses in the slab material.

Kang et al. [131] studied the effect of polygonal wheel wear on the fatigue failure of rail
fastening clips. A finite element model of the wheelset and rail including the fastening sys-
temwas set up. The effects of unworn wheels and wheels with 24th order out-of-roundness
were compared. Severe vibrations at 586 and 1172Hz were predicted at vehicle speed
237 km/h, where 586Hz is close to the lowest resonance frequency of the fastening clip.
It was predicted that amplitudes of the 24th order out-of-roundness higher than 0.15mm
results in the initiation of cracks in the fastening.

Bethel Lulu et al. [132] looked at the influence of OOR wheels on rail welds. Again,
a finite element model of the track was used, where the rails were modelled as Euler-
Bernoulli beams discretely supported by springs and dampers. A multibody model of
a Chinese locomotive with flexible wheelsets was used including the first 60 modes of
wheelset vibration. A sinusoidal vertical rail irregularity was used to represent a welded
joint over a length of 1m. Wheel out-of-roundness of the 20th order was shown to cre-
ate high vertical wheel–rail contact forces resulting in peak forces at various frequencies
between 122 and 235Hz, which were close to eigenfrequencies of the wheelset.

Yin et al. [133] studied the impact of polygonal wear on rail corrugationwith the vertical
wheel–rail contact force being treated as a prescribed harmonic load approximated by the
summation of several sine waves. The wear on the inner rail in a curve, represented by an
Euler-Bernoulli beam, was simulated using a frictional work wear model. Corrugation was
shown to be initiated and potentially to grow at a wavelength corresponding to the order
of the wheel out-of-roundness.

7.4. Effects onwheel–rail contact and vehicle dynamics

Wu et al. [134] used a coupled vehicle–track interaction model to simulate the dynamic
behaviour of a high-speed railway vehicle, with measured out-of-roundness idealised as a
prescribed harmonic relative displacement at the wheel–rail contact. Accelerations in the
axle box and bending stresses in the axle were analysed. The results showed that OOR
wheels in high-speed operations can lead to substantially higher magnitudes of vertical
wheel–rail contact force and potentially wheel lift. At 300 km/h, the peak accelerations in
the axle boxes occurring near 562Hz were linked to a rail bending mode.

Zhu et al. [135] investigated the effect of asymmetric out-of-roundness on subway
train wheels. This was modelled using measured wheel out-of-roundness and a vehicle
dynamics model. They found that asymmetric out-of-roundness (different amplitudes on
the wheels on the same axle) had a greater effect on peak vertical vibration levels than
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with symmetrically out-of-round wheels, and also potentially influencing the stability of
the vehicle.

Yang et al. [136] used a detailed multibody model with multiple vehicles including a
heavy haul locomotive. Measured wheel out-of-roundness was applied to induce varying
normal loads in the wheel–rail contact. The results were validated against measured
accelerations of the axle box, bogie frame and locomotive body and showed that wheel
out-of-roundness influences the lateral and longitudinal vibrations of the system as well
as the vertical. In some cases, these accelerations were high enough to trigger the axle box
bearing vibration alarm.

Liang et al. [137] looked at heavy haul locomotives in China and found levels of out-
of-roundness with amplitudes of radial run-out of up to 0.87mm, which is close to the
safety limit 1mm in terms of wheel repair interval. The wheels were mainly polygonal
with 1–3 orders, but 6–8 orders were also reported as common. The work showed that
tractive effort was likely to be reduced by such out-of-roundness levels due to their effect
on vertical wheel–rail contact forces especially in wet conditions and could cause wheel
sliding. In the worst cases, peak vertical forces were found to be increased by 55 kN due
to the out-of-roundness with corresponding increases in normal stresses by 240MPa and
tangential stresses by 470MPa.

Jiang et al. [138] reported a case of deteriorating ride comfort in metro vehicles. Field
test results showed the occurrence of abnormal car body vibrations at a frequency around
10Hz when the train was running on floating slab track. A 3D metro vehicle and floating
slab track coupled model was established to study the mechanism of this vibration. They
found that the frequency of the first-order vertical bending mode of the floating slab is
about 10Hz, and the wheels exhibited serious OOR wear. At a specific vehicle speed, the
passing frequency of the wheel eccentricity is close to 10Hz, which caused a resonance of
the vehicle and the floating slab track.Wang et al. [139] investigated the abnormal vibration
of metro trains through field experiments. They found that the first-order vertical bending
and twisting modes of the car body can be excited by low-order wheel out-of-roundness,
which greatly deteriorates ride comfort. After wheel re-profiling, the ride comfort could
be improved by 35–40%. Based on long-termmonitoring tests from the aspects of running
mileage and the maximum value of the radial run-out, wheel re-profiling strategies were
proposed to eliminate the abnormal vibration.

Tao et al. [140] examined the case of metro train wheels using the multibody simulation
software Simpack and the finite element software ANSYS. Themodel included the flexibil-
ities of the wheelset and bogie frame as well as the rail and track support structure. High-
and low-order out-of-roundness were investigated and the P2 resonance and axle bending
modes were shown to be excited at normal operating speeds. The modelling also showed
that polygonisation on one wheelset could initiate polygonisation on other wheelsets in the
vehicle.

8. Operation aspects

8.1. Wheel polygonisation on high-speed trains in China

Since the first high-speed passenger railway was put into operation in 2008, the total
mileage of high-speed railway lines in China has extended to over 40,000 km. In the early
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stage of this expansion (2008–2013), OOR wheels of high-speed trains showed slight low-
order polygonisation and non-periodic out-of-roundness, which had little influence on
the high-speed train operation. However, high-order periodic wear of high-speed wheels
has become a serious problem in China since 2014 and this has caused many fatigue
failure problems of vehicle and track components, and increasing serious interior noise
issues.Many important experiences and achievements have beenmade in solving problems
caused by polygonal wheels in high-speed operations in China.

Wheel re-profiling is the main countermeasure which is initially considered. Based on
extensive field tests and long-term monitoring, maintenance criteria for wheel polygons
to mitigate interior noise have been proposed. Moreover, to ensure the fatigue reliability
of vehicle components, a limit for high-order polygonal wheels has also been proposed.
After implementing these strict maintenance criteria, the failures of vehicle components
and problems with interior noise have been significantly reduced. In addition, some test
results show that the initial or residual wheel irregularities after wheel re-profiling have a
significant influence on the formation and development of wheel polygonal wear. There-
fore, the wheel roughness levels after re-profiling are also strictly controlled. As a result of
the use of upgraded underfloor wheel lathes, as mentioned in Section 5.1, it is now possible
to measure wheel roughness levels after wheel re-profiling, so that these strict criteria can
be implemented.

Although there is no consensus on the exact formation mechanism of high-speed train
polygonal wheels in China, researchers and engineers generally agree that the polygonal
wheels on a high-speed train are caused by a frequency-fixingmechanism.According to the
features of wheel polygon evolution and results from simulations of dynamic vehicle–track
interaction, an ‘Integral Multiple Condition’ parameter was derived [41]. It is defined as
the ratio between the wheel circumference and the wavelength of the polygon. Taking one
type of high-speed train as an example, the identified frequency related to the formation
of wheel polygon is approximately 580Hz. At a dominant running speed of 300 km/h, this
would correspond to a wavelength of the formed wheel polygon of about 144mm. If the
‘Integral Multiple Condition’ parameter is close to an integer, this serves as an indication
that the risk of forming a wheel polygon is high. Because the wheel diameter is gradually
decreased by wheel wear and wheel re-profilings, the ‘Integral Multiple Condition’ could
be satisfied several times within the life cycle of the wheels, see Figure 16. Therefore, when
the wheel diameter is close to the ‘Integral Multiple Condition’, the interval between wheel
re-profilings must be shortened.

On the other hand, on a given high-speed railway line, the operationmode and running
speed are relatively fixed. This provides favourable conditions for the formation of wheel
polygonal wear. Therefore, arranging for trains to operate on different high-speed railway
lines can greatly slow down the formation of polygonal wheels. Figure 17 shows an example
of polygonal wheel wear for the same high-speed EMU running on two different lines. In
the beginning, the train was running on a new line not yet in commercial operation where
the train operated at a constant speed of 250 km/h during the operation assessment tests.
Polygonal wheel wear was already very significant after running 150,000 km. After wheel
re-profiling, the train was operated on an intercity commercial line, where the speed of
operation varied widely. Then, the polygonal wheel wear no longer appeared. The same
conclusion was also verified on locomotive wheels [11].
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Figure 16. Polygonal wear development at different operation speeds and different wheel diameters.
The highlighted red pointsmean there is a rapid development of polygonal wheel wear according to the
‘Integral Multiple Condition’ [41].

Researchers and engineers in China have made great efforts to solve the problem of
polygonal wheel wear and triedmanymeasures. Among thesemeasures, the use of abrasive
blocks is the most effective one, which is now required equipment for the Fuxing series
EMUs. Figure 18 illustrates long-term monitoring results for wheel roughness levels. The
maximum value of roughness level for the orders 10–30 was used to evaluate the effect
of the abrasive block on the suppression of polygonal wheel wear. In this case, there were
no abrasive blocks installed on the train before the third wheel re-profiling. It is observed
that roughness levels increased gradually with increasing runningmileage, especially in the
first and secondwheel re-profiling intervals, and that the highest roughness level was about
25 dB re 1 μm before the second wheel re-profiling. After the second re-profiling, the train
was operated on different high-speed railway lines. Therefore, polygonal wheel wear was
moderate. After the third re-profiling, all the wheels were equipped with abrasive blocks.
The wheel roughness levels then remained at very low levels, and the maximum roughness
level was only 9.5 dB re 1 μm after running about 400,000 km. Wang et al. [141] reported
some interesting results from field tests on the influence of abrasive blocks on wheel wear
and RCF. They found that proper use of abrasive blocks can keep the wheel tread wear at
normal levels and eliminate wheel polygonal wear and RCF cracks on the wheel tread.
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Figure 17. Measured wheel polygonisation on all the wheels on the same high-speed train running on
two different high-speed railway lines [42].

Figure 18. Evolutionof themaximumvalueof roughness level in rangeof 10th to 30thorders [39]. (Each
asterisk in this figure presents the measurement result of one wheel).

8.2. International approach towheel impact load detectors and alarm limits

Tomitigate wheel–rail impact loading, the main priority should be to control and monitor
the development of discrete wheel tread irregularities by design and regular maintenance.
Wheel impact load detectors (WILD) are used to detect wheels generating high levels
of vertical dynamic wheel–rail contact force (see section 5.2). The measured force levels
provide operators with information on the status of their wheel fleet. In the case of RCF
damage, these levels can be used to schedule preventive maintenance action before the
wheel out-of-roundness grows to unacceptable levels, while wheels with flats can be taken
out of service for corrective maintenance.

Various types of sensors have been deployed in commercial wayside WILD systems to
measure vertical dynamic wheel–rail contact force:

(I) Strain gauge load circuits mounted on the neutral axis of the rail in between two adja-
cent sleepers in several consecutive sleeper bays. Based on the measured shear force
at two rail cross-sections, the vertical wheel–rail contact force is determined from a
static equilibrium (the influence of the rail inertia is neglected). The resolution of the
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system has been reported to be 445 N for train speeds in the interval 50–300 km/h
[142].

(II) Load cells for measurement of rail seat loads on a number of sleepers (‘high-
precision concrete weighing ties’). The signals are processed for a diagnosis of wheel
imperfections [143].

(III) Fibre optic sensing technology formeasurement of rail bendingmoment. A diagnosis
tool is used to process the maximum and root mean square values of the signals,
to determine the static and dynamic wheel loads, and to indicate the type of wheel
damage [144].

(IV) Accelerometers mounted on the rail. However, the measured acceleration does not
provide a quantitative measure of the magnitude of the impact load.

WILD systems are typically placed on tangent track with concrete sleepers on premium
ballast and well-compacted subgrade to reduce sources of load variation due to irregular-
ities in track geometry and sleeper support conditions [145]. Regular track maintenance
and calibration of the detectors are key for accurate measurements.

The implementation of a WILD offers the opportunity to define criteria for removal
of wheels that are based on the measured impact load rather than a visual inspection of
the wheel tread irregularity. This is useful since the magnitude of the impact load is gen-
erally more influenced by the depth of the irregularity rather than its length. Besides the
measured mean loads for the left and right wheels, the peak loads and the dynamic loads
(mean load subtracted from peak load) are recorded for each passing wheelset. Further,
the ratio between peak load and mean load is a useful measure for detecting OOR wheels
on vehicles in tare conditions (low axle loads).

For a given wheel tread irregularity, it should be noted that the measured impact load
depends on the lateral position of the wheel–rail contact (rolling circle) relative to the posi-
tion of the tread defect, as well as on the impact position along the detector due to the
longitudinal variation in track stiffness in a ballasted track on discrete sleeper supports.
In addition, the measured impact load depends on train speed and the dynamics of the
coupled vehicle–track system. Altogether, this means that a given wheel tread irregularity
in similar operating conditions is likely to generate different impact loads in two adjacent
WILDs, or even in the same WILD on two different occasions. It has been observed that
the scatter in measured impact loads increases with increasing train speed.

To prevent unacceptable deterioration levels and safety-related failures, alarm limits
are prescribed. The UIC recommended alarm limit for peak load mandates an immedi-
ate stop of the train if the peak wheel–rail contact force exceeds 350 kN, with an alert level
at 300 kN [146]. A summary of sensor technologies and alarm levels applied by infrastruc-
ture managers in selected countries is reported in Table 2. Another survey from 2009 was
presented in [147]. If a wheel load limit is exceeded, the required action is generally a train
speed restriction until the vehicle with the OOR wheel has been removed from the train.
The significant variation in alarm limits observed in Table 2 indicates that a harmonisa-
tion of alarm limits would make cross-border trafficmore efficient [146]. For continuously
welded rails in areaswith particularly coldwinters, an alarm limit that is dependent on tem-
perature relative to stress-free temperature could be advisable [146]. The specified alarm
limit should provide a balance between preventing operational failures and minimising
the number of stopped trains. Understanding the influence of wheel impact loads on the
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Table 2. Sensor technologies (see descriptions above) and alarm limits applied in selected countries.

Sensor technology Axle load [tonnes] Alarm limit [kN] Alert limit [kN]

Australia (Hunter Valley) I 30 400 –
China I, II 30 α ≥ 23a α∈ [21,22]
Finland I, III 22.5 or 25 450 350
The Netherlands III 22.5 700 350
Sweden II 30 350b 280
Switzerland I 22.5 400 300
UK III 25 350c 200
UIC [146] – 25 350 –
aImpact equivalent α = dynamic wheel–rail contact force / (speed coefficient · static wheel load · wheel diameter coeffi-
cient); the two coefficients are empirical values.
b425 kN for locomotives.
cFour minimum action levels are used. Level 1: 200 kN < peak load < 350 kN – alert only, no operational action taken.
Level 2: 350 kN < peak load < 400 kN – train stopped for speed restriction; different speeds for freight and passenger.
Level 3: 400 kN < peak load < 500 kN – train stopped formore severe speed restriction; different for freight and passen-
ger. Level 4: peak load > 500 kN – train stopped for inspection. Severe speed restriction or application of a temporary
wheeled-interface (wheel-skate) between rail and damaged wheel.

risk for vehicle and track damage is the scientific basis for such optimised alarm limits
[61,145,148,149].

9. Mitigationmethods

Up to now the main mitigation method used by railway operators when polygonal wheel
wear has been detected has been reprofiling of the wheels. Modern wheel lathes are fit-
ted with systems that allow polygonal out-of-roundness to be detected even at low levels
and data from wayside or vehicle mounted systems may also be available, see Section 5.
Some operators have introduced criteria for the maximum allowable polygonal out-of-
roundness, e.g. that based on interior noise that has been introduced in China, see
Section 8.1. Wheel impact load detectors can be used to identify wheels generating high
levels of vertical dynamic wheel–rail contact force. Measured force levels can be used to
schedule preventive maintenance action before the wheel out-of-roundness due to RCF
grows to unacceptable levels, while wheels with flats can be taken out of service for correc-
tivemaintenance. Different alarm limits have been set in different countries, see Section 8.2
for a review of these.

In order to control polygonisation the use of abrasive blocks has been found to be
effective and this is now standard equipment on some EMUs in China, see Section 8.1.
This also has the advantage of controlling RCF on the wheels. Where polygonisation is
being caused by track features, mitigation methods may require changes to track support
methods/components or changes to track maintenance procedures.

Changes to the structural design of the bogie frame have resulted in reductions in wheel
polygonisation, see Section 7.2. Although difficult to introduce in existing fleets, this may
be an important consideration at the design stage for a vehicle and the computer tools
reported here have the potential to assist designers. Several researchers have reported sig-
nificant reductions in polygonisation after changes to bogie frame or gearbox construction
or changes in suspension components.

Operational changes have been found to significantly affect the growth of out-of-
round wheels. In particular, polygonisation has been seen to occur rapidly on vehicles
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running on limited routes and at highly controlled speeds, for example on some new high-
speed lines or on systems where automatic train operation is employed (see Section 8.1).
Although not always possible for operators, one mitigation measure may be to alternate
the diagrams/routes that vehicles follow.

Finally, recent research has considered the role of the traction or braking control sys-
tems and it may be that changes in the algorithms within these systems could reduce the
potential for initiation of polygonisation. This is ongoing research.

10. Conclusions

Out-of-round railway wheels cause significant problems to railway operators around the
world. The problem seems to be growing and the exact mechanisms are not fully under-
stood and appear to be different in different systems. Damage caused by out-of-round
wheels includes fatigue and failure of vehicle components and damage to track and sub-
grade. A lot of effort has been spent by groups in industry and universities around theworld
in trying to quantify, understand and to solve these problems and their work is reviewed
in this paper.

Polygonisation has been widely observed and occurs on a wide range of systems includ-
ing high-speed, commuter, metro and freight vehicles and on locomotives. Polygonal
wheels have out-of-roundness wavelengths varying from 10 cm to over 3m corresponding
to high-order polygonal out-of-roundness down to lower order or eccentricity. Amplitudes
of out-of-roundness can reach over 1mm for the lower order irregularities. Measure-
ment of wheel out-of-roundness has improved and many systems are now used including
wayside systems or onboard vehicles or by wheel-lathes during reprofiling. Many railway
operators have set alarm limits for out-of-roundness linked to measurement systems and
these has been reviewed in this paper.

Polygonisation is clearly linked to wear at the wheel surface but linked to a wave-
length or frequency-fixing mechanism. Researchers have used computer simulation tools
to investigate this mechanism and have linked it variously to Wheelset bending or tor-
sional oscillations; Bogie or traction system resonances; Interaction of traction or braking
controllers; Wheel–rail stick–slip vibration and Local rail bending.

Mitigation measures include reprofiling, redesign of key components including wheels,
axles, bogie or transmission structures, traction or braking controllers. Operations where
vehicles and speeds are mixed seem to be less prone to polygonisation.
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